The 2019 Carlow Round Table
175 Years of Mercy – The Heritage We Have Received; the Heritage We Pass On
How does your work serve as the conduit for our Mercy Heritage as it passes from the past to the future?

May 26– June 1, 2019
Registration Due, January 11, 2019
Final Payment Due by March 19, 2019
Dear Colleague in Mercy Higher Education,
The Carlow Round Table committee invites members of the Mercy higher education community to
celebrate our Mercy roots and explore our common heritage while attending the 9th Carlow Round Table. Since
the first Round Table in 2011, more than 130 scholars from diverse disciplines and research backgrounds with a
common interest in the mission of Mercy education journeyed to Ireland for an exchange of ideas, information
and methodologies. Participants have shared that their experience was both intellectual and spiritual and
inspired a deeper connection with the Mercy Mission in their professional and personal lives. Presentations
from past Round Tables have been published on the Carlow University website.
The 2019 Roundtable begins in Catherine’s house, Mercy International Centre in Dublin, Ireland, and
travels for its final days to Glendalough, a fifth century monastic city in County Wicklow. The Roundtable
offers the opportunity to share presentations and discussions centered on how the heritage and values of the
Sisters of Mercy inform the work of our teaching and administration.
Faculty and staff from your institution may attend as either presenters or participants. Presenters are invited to
submit abstracts for review on the topic:
“175 Years of Mercy – The Heritage We Have Received; the Heritage We Pass On
How does your work serve as the conduit for our Mercy heritage as it passes from the past to the future?”
The conference committee will select from the abstracts submitted those that will be presented at the
conference. Selected papers will be considered for web publication.
Cost for participation in the Round Table is $2500 which includes ground transportation, nightly
accommodations beginning Sunday May 26th through Saturday, June 1 (departing June 2), 7 breakfasts, 3
dinners, and guided sightseeing tours. Air fare is not included. Registration and Abstracts may be completed
online, or sent by mail or email. A deposit of $100 per person is due at the time of registration. Please register
by January 11. Final payments are due by March 19.
Although each Mercy institution has its own culture, every Mercy institution shares the same heritage.
We hope you will consider sponsoring members of your staff and faculty to participate in what will
undoubtedly be a time of reflection, renewal, sharing, and significant discussion around our culture and our
heritage.
Questions? Please contact Mary Onufer : mlonufer@carlow.edu 412 578-6138

